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Lt. King Home
Visits Clemson

Post War Expansion Plans Told

Lt. Buck N. King, 39-41 Ag. Ed.
of Loris spent a day of his fortyfive day leave on the campus securing information concerning
his re-entering college.
He left Clemson in '41 and entered the army in June of '42. He
received his training at Keesler
Pending the return of men on
Field, Mississippi, Ft. Sogan, Colwomen
orado and was Sgt. Major at the military leave, three
Municipal Army Airport, Salt teachers have been added to the
Lake City for six months. He re- teaching staff of the Arts and
ceived his commission at Ft. Ben- Sciences Department. With the exning in the Infantry on Septem- ception of Mrs. Fitzpatrick, who
ber 13, 1943.
taught mathematics some years
Lt. King was stationed in Africa ago, and Mrs. Hubert Aull, who
and Sicily; in Italy, Southern taught French, these three women
France, and in the invasion of are the only women ever to teach
Germany and Austria he saw in the Arts and Sciences Departfighting service.
ment.
Mrs. C. L. Epting, wife of ProIn the service of his country he
has received the combat Infan- fessor Carl Epting of the social
tryman's Badge, Five Campaign science department, is teaching
Ribbons, an Arrow Head for in- English. Mrs. Epting graduated
vasion of Southern France, Pur- from Converse College with an A.
ple Heart, Oak Leaf Cluster, Pres- B. degree. Later she attended Du«
idential Citation with Cluster, University, where she secured her
Bronze Star, and two Croix de Master's degree. Mrs. Epting has
taught in the public schools of
Guere (French.)
During his service with the South Carolina and also at CoThird Infantry Division he saw lumbia College.
Mrs. David J. Watson, also
many Clemson men. He met Capt.
Steve Skardom, '39 of the 3rd In-V-teaching English, graduated from
fantry Regiment in Limburg, Anderson College and Bessie Tift
Germany; Capt. Harold Kennedy, College. She has an M. A. degree
'40 in Naples; Lt. M. M. Brackett in English from Cornell. Mrs.
'42 of Hendersonville, N. C. who Watson has taught in the public
is connected with Regimental I. schools of South Carolina, Anderand E. officer, Fifteenth Regiment. son College, and Meredith ColIf Lt. King received a discharge lege.
Mrs. Dan P. Thompson, Jr., alhe may return to take up his studies, but he may remain in the so added to the English teaching
staff, graduated from the Woman's
army and make it his career.
College of Furman University.
She has an M. A. degree in English from Cornell. Mrs. Thompson taught in the South Carolina
public schools, Furman University, and Winthrop College.
The Clemson Lecture Series announced Tuesday a program of six
free entertainments to be given
here in Clemson. The program includes a magician-mentalist, three
International reporters, and a character sketch artist.
The 'recently elected officers of
The Clemson Series opened Friday evening at 8 o'clock in the col- the Freshman YMCA Council are
lege chapel with the Modern Magi- A. B. Robinson, of Easley. presical Mysteries to be offered by dent; D. H. Banks, of St. MatWarren Sknms, a major magic en- thews, vice-president; S. R. Hortertainer of 30 years' experience ton, of Rock Hill, secretary; and
The public and Cadet Corps are in- J. M. Iseman, of Cheraw, treasvited to all Clemson Lecture Series urer.
The Freshman Council plans to
events without charge.
T. iR, Yearra, who has held posi- have a campfire program at the
tions as head of The New York "Y" Cabin tomorrow night for
Times London and Berlin Bureaus all freshmen. Captain W. S. Wade
Collier's European Correspondent, who has returned to Clemson to
and travelling Latin American cor- serve with the English departrespondent for the New York ment has offered his services to
Times, comes to Clemson December assist the Freshman Council.
4th.
On' January 30th the Clemson
Series will present Kumar Goshal,
a Hindu who has devoted most of
his life to the study of spiritual,
economic, and historical problems
on both the East and the West.
At a meeting, Sunday night at
In March International reporter
the
home of Hoke Sloan, the CoH. R. Kickerbocker, labeled by Alexander Woolcott as "the Richard tillion Club made plans for the
Harding Davis of our time," winter. It was decided that the
will lecture on "At the Ringside of November and December dances
History," and in April the series should follow the plan inauguwill end with the presentation rated by the club last winter.
One feature of this plan was that
of Dorothy Crawford, universally
known monologuist in her original both ladies and gentlemen were
asked to break at any time.
character sketches.
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Eight Million Dollars Sought
From State and Federal Sources

Three Ladies
Now On Staff

Plans have been made to enlarge Clemson to meet its post
war needs. These plans include new dormitories, a new heating
plant, a new chemistry building, enlargement of the engineering building, a new student hospital, an armory, a larger student laundry, housing facilities for faculty and veterans, a sewage disposal plant, an auditorium, and renovation of old buildings for classrooms.
Plans have also been made for buildings for Public Service Extension and Research. This will include a Ceramics Engineering building, a plant science building, an Animal Science
Building, and experimental freezer locker plant and granary.
Two men to dormitories room is
desirable for the best study conditions and to meet these conditions 330 to 360 additional
rooms will be needed.
The present heating plant is
In an interview Monday, Dr.
much too small to take care of the
proposed buildings and a larger- Poole made the following statements regarding the graduate
plant will be needed.
Pictured above, left to right, are H. F. Frierson, Pre-Med '46, of
The Chemistry building now in school which is to be established
Union, and Elden Jones, Pre-Med '47, of Salley, who were recently
use was built when the student at Clemson.
selected by Octavus Roy Cohen, nationally known author and Clem- body numbered 500 and it is out-^
"A very large percentage of men
son graduate, for membership in Gamma Alpha Mu, Honor English moded and inadeuate to our pres- who graduated from Clemson in
fraternity for writers. At a meeting this week Frierson was elected ent needs.
'40, '41, '42, '43 have been in the
president and Jones historian. They are the only two student members
Due to the number of Engineer- armed services from two to four
now in school.
ing students now enrolled and the years and will therefore be elireturning veterans who took en- gible for more college training
gineering the Engineering Build- under the G. I. Bill of Rights. The
acute shortage of teacher research
ing will have to be enlarged.
A faculty and veteran housing scientist, and leaders in the field
program is planned t° house the of Agriculture, Engineering, and
Textiles seems to offer wonderful
following groups:
trict superintendents.
.1 Ex-Service men and their... opportunities to men who have
The program Thursday morning
had graduate work in these fields.
dependents. '
will feature Dr. J. Emerson Ford,
The G. I. Bill offers sufficient in2. Young faculty personnel.
of Nashville, Tennessee, who will
ducement that many of these men
3. Parents of young men who
speak in behalf of Christian edushould want to take advantage of
wish to come for visits.
A Youth Rally on Saturday night, cation . Thursday afternoon, the
the opportunities! for furthering
4. Federal and other people,
November 10, will be one fea- Rev. B. S. Drennan, of Granitevllle,
their education in .recognized graincluding farmers, who visit
will
preach
before
the
underture of the program of the Upper
duate schools throughout the nathe college for business reaSouth Carolina Conference of the graduate ministers. Rev. H. L. F.
tion. Here at Cemson, we are
sons.
Methodist Church which will be in Shuler, of Charleston, will give
A large Armory will be needed planning to establish our graduthe
conference
historical
address
session at Clemson November 7-11.
to house the mUitary personnel, ate school as soon as possible so
The Rev. Wilson O. Weldon/ out- Thursday night.
those who desire may continue
Dr. Henry R. Sims, president of and give suitable class and laborstanding young minister of High
their studies."
atory
space,
and
supply
adeo.at<.
Winthrop
College,
will
speak
in
bePoint, North Carolina, will be the
The program of graduate work
sneaker for this occasion. The Rev. ha,lf of the Board of Lay Activi- storage for the many instruments
is under the direction of the ComMr. Weldon, a native of South Car- ties Friday hiorning, and Dr. H. P. of war.
It is planned to move the laun- mittee on Graduate Studies. The
olina, is a graduate of the Univer- Powell, of Charlotte, North Carodry
from the barracks area where Graduate work is being developsity of South Carolina and the Di- lina, will speak Friday afternoon
ed at Clemson in interest of revinity School of Duke University. and night for the Crusade For new barracks are to be located.
The present chemistry building turning veterans, teachers who
Following his graduation from Christ.
Saturday's session will feature is to be remodeled for classrooms. wish to improve their professional
Duke, the young minister served
standing, and Clemson graduates
(Continued on page four)
(Continued on Back Page)
for two years as director of the
who desire to pursue advanced
Wesley Foundation and assistant
work after completing their repastor at Washington Street Methoquirements for bachelor's degree.
dist Church, Columbia, South CaroThe New curricula leads to the
lina. Since 1936, the Rev. Mr. Weldegree of Master of Science and
don has served as assistant minister of Centenary Methodist Church,
applied master's degrees such as
In a meeting of all of the juniors, seniors, and veterans this Master of Education.
Winston-Salem, North Carolina,
minister of the First Methodist past Thursday; Oct. 11, Col. Cunningham announced that the
As soon as plans are fully comChurch, China Grove, North Caropleted ,they will be released by
lina, and minister of the First advanced ROTC had been reactivated and would be governed college authorities.
Methodist Church, High Point, by certain rules until April 1947 unless changed before that date.
North Carolina.
The reactivation of ;the ROTC presents an opportunity to AmeriThe service on Saturday evening can youth in college that can hardly be equaled.
will be under the leadership of the
Advanced ROTC is open to all be civilians placed under contract
officers of the Upper South Carolina young people's organization, juniors and seniors who have fin- with the government. This contract
and young people from the entire ished the basic military training requires the student to complete
Cpl. Henry C. Twiggs, son of
Piedmont section of South Caro- and to all veterans under certain the advanced course and to attend Mr. and Mrs. Henry C. Twiggs of
provisions.
Veterans
who
have
been
the
advanced
camp
at
the
time
lina are expected to come to ClemHavana Cuba is enrolled at
son for the special youth rally. honorably discharged, or transfer- specified by the proper authorities.
Shrivenham American University
red
to
the
Enlisted
Reserve
Corps
He
must
accept
an
appointment
as
Clemson students and other comin
England where the second twoand
relieved
from
active
duty,
will
a
second
lieutenant
in
the
Officers'
"munity young people will receive a
hearty welcome at the serviced be given credit for the time that Reserve Corps, if tendered. The months term opened October 8,
they have served in the military War Department agrees to pay the with an enrollment of more than
Everyone is invited.
services
in lieu of completion of all student a daily rate that is equiva- 3500 soldier-students.
The Conference program will beThe school's mission is to progin Wednesday evening, November or part of the basic course. Men lent to the garrison ration.
No student's application will be vide courses of college and uni7, at 7:00 o'clock with the Sacra- who have given at least six months
ment of the Lord's Supper. Follow- active service in the Army, Navy, accepted for the advanced course versity grade for personnel awaiting this, there will be the roll call Marine Corps, or Coast Guard will unless he is between the ages of ing redeployment or the Army of
and the organization of the con- be given credit in lieu of the first nineteen and twenty-six and can occupation.
ference for business. The Wednes- year basic course. Credit for the meet the physical requirements
day evening service will be con- entire basic course will be given that are prescribed for entrance into those men who have given at to Officers' Reserve Corps. Those
Mary Katherine (Sooky) Littlejohn, daughter of Clemson's cluded with the reports of the dis- least one year in active service.
students that have physical defects
The Edisto station, branch of
(Continued on page four)
Business Manager J. C. Littlejohn, has returned to the Clemson
All advanced ROTC students will
the
South Carolina Experiment
Campus for a visit with her parents after spending eleven
station of Clemson College, held a
months in the European Theater of Operations as an Army
cotton picking demonstration with
Hostess with the Allied Expeditionary Forces Clubs.
a McCormick-Deering mechanical cotton picker on MeGee bro"Even dirty New York harbor Club with their faces still covered:
The remarks at the game
thers farm at Starr, Anderson
looked beautifully clean to us after with fox-hole mud and their clothes
The Clemson Concert Series of four programs will open, county .Thursday.
seeing bombed cities in Europe," still smelling of gun powder. Saturday were highly favorable
remarked Sooky. "And the familiar "Imagine this!" the GI's would ex- concerning the splendid man- in the College Chapel the night of December 10 with the brilsound of the clock in the Main claim. "Six hours ago I was shoot- ner in which the Corps of Ca- liant and exciting coloratura soprano Miliza Korjus. All regbuilding and a drink of good Clem- ing Jerries and now I'm getting dets appeared on the far side ular students enrolled in the college can attend the concert
son water were dreams come true a ticket for the Opera in Paris." of the field. It was so nicely which is included in the regular student activity fee. The other
The Club offered the luxury of a carried out that. I would like to
when I arrived at home."
three programs include the Baltimore Symphony orchestra, the
Sooky was among the first group hot bath, good food served in the request that you consider simof thirteen American girls selected style of the Grand Hotel on linen ilar arrangements for the VPI beautiful opera "Matha" in English, and the outstanding duopiano team of Vitya Vronsky and Victor Babin.
"It's a lot of bunk, just hokum."
by the Army to serve under Special cloths and by French waitresses, game.
Miliza Korjus has a brilliant and was a failure, but the second
Prof. Waite.
Services in an active Theater of soft beds one of which Hermann
We would like to allow the
War and was stationed in the Goering had previously enjoyed, Methodist ministers to occupy exciting repartoire, which, com- caught the eye of the public, and "I believe I'll let you stay in bed
Grand Hotel, Paris, one of four and continuous dancing and profes- the space formerly occupied by bined with the beauty of her ap- soon afterwards she began a con- today."
—Dr. Milford.
clubs established by General Eisen- sional entertainment. Sooky work- the Cadet Corps. However, if pearance, makes a concert by Mi- cert tour of Europe. Meanwhile
hower and Air Mashall Teddar for ed at the Information Desk with you desire to return to your liza Korjus an experience that will she made an intensive study of
"Are there any Georgia boys in
Allied combat troops on leave. other allied hostesses answering former seats, different arrange- live long in the memory of the the opera.
the class?"
Prior to going overseas, Sooky was personal requests, telling troops ments can be made. When the most ardent concert goers.
MGM officials heard her re—Prof EptiHg.
stationed at Camp Gordon, Georgia. what they might find to interest new stadium was being planMiliza Korjus was born in War- cordings and were entranced and
"Women are interesting charac"Our group was selected," said them in Paris and how to get there. ned, I was chiefly interested in saw, Poland, the fourth of five thrilled by the magic, flute-like ters. You will soon find out, if y°u
"Our desk was a combination
Sooky, "from the four corners of
seeing that the students might daughters. Her father was Swed- voice. Soon afterwards Miliza haven't already."
the United States because most of Cook's Tour, Chaplain's Corps, and
ish, her mother, Polish and Rus- Korjus was offered a Hollywood
—Prof. Holmes.
the Divisions in the ETO were old Traveler's Aid. One day a GI tank- have good seats.
sian. Their talented daughter was contract. When MGM released the
"Check in, please."
I
extend
to
the
Cadet
Corps
friends who remembered our rain- man came to me dressed in his
taught many languages at an early movie "The Great Waltz," 'it could
—"Wee Willie" Klugh.
bow patch of the services in the warmest combat suit. He said he my sincere congratulations on age ,and can now speak fluently truly be said that over-night a"Now who will be our chairthe
wholhearted
way
in
which
had
seen
the
town,
had
scrubbed
Army Service Clubs.^
in Russian, Swedish, German, I- nother "star was born."
man today?"
In the Club in Paris no allied himself clean, and so he wanted me they took part in the cheering. talian, Spanish, and English.
In the fall of 1944, Miss Korjus
—Mrs. Thompson.
soldier was a stranger. The Ameri- to sew him into his suit for the The Tiger Platoon drill showed
"How
much
is two telephone
At
the
age
of
sixteen,
the
Kier
persuaded
to
launch
a
conwas
rest
of
the
winter.
up
splendidly
and
is
proof
of
can girls worked beside British,
An unusual guest to the Club their hard work.
cert tour in the U. S., and through poles and a dozen oranges?"
French, Belgian, Polish and Scotch
jus; a year later, the family mov—Prof. Coker.
Signed,
girls who were sent by their re- was an Arab wearing a turban, a
it she won for herself great aced
to
Sewel.
It
was
in
Sewel
that
"Get
that
chest
out, stomach
spective countries. One duty of the long sack-like tunic and an elaboR. F. Poole,
claim and an ever widening fol- in."
girls was to greet the long convoys rately decorative hunting knift. He
President. she made her first important stage
appearance. Her first appearance lowing of admirers.
(Continued on page four)
—Capt. Griffith.
of troops as they arrived at the
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Plans Are Given
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Poole Discusses
Graduate School

All Young People Invited To Youth
Rally Of Methodist Conference
Other Program
Plans Announced
For Conference

Fresh Y Council
Elects Officers
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HAKRY ASHMORE

—Photo by Charlotte News
By J. E. DOWD
Editor, The News
(The following, story about Lt. Col. Harry Ashmore, GS '37,
former editor pf the Tiger his senior year, appeared in the Charlotte News.)
It was back in 1940 that The News first began to keep an
, eye on Harry S. Ashmore. At that time he was a reporter on
The Greenville, S. C, News. Among his duties was that of covering the South Carolina Legislature, and because of his wide
acquaintance among Palmetto politicians and his ring-side seat
at the State House, Ashmore suggested that he do a thriceweekly column for The News "on the general topic of South
Carolina affairs.
It was a go, and the first of
the columns was not long in arriving. It had, unmistakeably, that
certain something which distinguishes the born writing man. not
to mention the mark of one who
had something to say and knew
how to say it. Ashmore, the editors
Major Tracy H. Jackson, ME '34, resolved, would bear watching.
It wasn't many months untfi
has been awarded the Legion of Ashmore was living up to this
estimate. In 1941 he was selectr Merit posthumously the War Department has informed his wife, ed along with eleven other newsMrs. Virginia Jackson of Clemson, paper men in the whole of the
United States, as a Nieman Felfor "Exceptionally meritorious low, given a year's study of his
conduct in the performance of out own choice in the classic atmosstanding services in North Africa phere of Harvard University. He
and Sicily from 8 April to 11, July chose to dig into political and
economic history, aiming in par1943."
ticular to trace contemporary
\ Major Jackson was Wing Glid- Southern politics to its roots in
er Officer for the 52nd Troop Car- populism and the shifting of porier Wing. He had been overseas litical control from the aristoonly three months when he was cracy to the common man.
But Harvard was not to know
killed in the invasion of Sicily.
Maj. Jackson has previously been him for long. Graduate (1937) of
awarded the' Air Medal and Pur- Clemson College and holder of a
ple Heart. Mrs. Jackson and chil- reserve commission in the U. S.
dren are making their home in Army, he was called out as a second lieutenant in February, 1942.
Clemson at the present time.
After a refresher course at Fort
Benning's Infantry School, he was
assigned in July to the 95th Infantry Division, then just being
activated. He served with this division throughout the training
Mrs. L. R. Arrington, formerly period, went overseas with it in
Miss Francis Carwile, was mar- LJuly of 1944, served as assistant
ried on August 21st to Lt. L. R.
Continued on page four
Arrington, '40 Dairy of Ninty Six.
The couple were married in the
First Baptist Church in Abbeville
by Capt. (Chaplain) C. A. Arrington, '33 C. E. brother of the
groom. The bride was given away
At an impressive candle-light
by her brother, John Preston Car- service held last Wednesday evenwile, a freshman in M .E. in the ing at the Methodist Church, tne
absence of her father, Major A. following boys were installed as
B. Carwile '16 who is serving in officers of the Wesley Foundation
for the coming semester: J. O.
the Pacific.
Mrs. Arrington is leaving Clem- Murray, president; J. B. Leslie,
son October 20 for Abbeville vice-president; W. S. Reasonovti-,
where Lt. Arrington is expected vice-president; J. E. Wessingcjr,
to arrive from the Pacific in No- secretary; W. H. Cox, treasure h
vember. She has been working L. P. Thomas, freshman councilin the Registrar's office as As- or; W. H. Funchess, recreation;
sistant Secretary since Septem- and D. P. Folk and H. N. Blark,
ber 1, 1942.
refreshments.

Legion Of Merit
Posthumously
Awarded Jackson

Mrs. Arrington Leaves
Registrar's Office

Officers Installed
In Wesley Foundation

Advanced R. 0. T. C. Coming Back;
Twenty Boys Needed To Begin

Makes Plans
Cotillion Club

Former Clemson
Man Enters SAU

"Sooky" Little John's Back Home
After Year's Work As Army Hostess

Cotton Picker

To All
Students

First Concert Series To Begin
The Night Of December Tenth
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Capt. John R. Federline, TE '38,
of Lanett, Alabama, and husband
of Mrs. John R. Fedeline, of
Greenville, is presumably in China. According to a release from
Camp Ting Hao, Kunming, he
served in the India-Burma campaign, was flown over the Himalaya "Hump" with most of his
unit to the China Theater, served
with the famed Merrill's Marauders and fought with Chinese
troops to clear the Stillwell Road.
He was last assigned to Liuchow,
China, as a Headquarters Commandant. He wears the AsiaticPacific ribbon with two campaign stars, the Combat Infantry
Badge, and the Presidential Unit
Citation.

T|5 Ernest E. Abernethy, T. E.
'47, of Charlotte, is back after a
two year absence. During his absence, he served with the 1st.
Army in the 285th. F. A. O. Bn.
He wears the E. T. O. ribbon with
two battle stars, and the Purple
Heart. Ernest left Clemson in May
'43, and has been in service two
years, during which time he was
overseas six months.

that Ballenger might be a colonel but he (Oscar) doesn't think
that he rates being a'osent taps.
that he (Oscar) doesn't like ro
see freshmen running, around with
sergeant stripes on their sleeves
and if he were a high ranking officer in the cadet corps he would
see to it that something is done
about it.
that some body told him that
Rigby is seriously thinking about
changing his place of residence.
that Rigby and Coleman really
jumped on the freshmen for not
saluting and squaring corners the
other day.
that he would like to know just
where ex-seaman (apprentice)
McKissick gets the authority to
wear officers' uniforms.
that Nunn has been trying so
hard to get his name in my column that I am going to break
down and print it for the old boy
that he would like to congratulate the C. D .A. for putting on
such a good dance last week-end
and he hopes it won't be too long
before we have another one.
that he hasn't been able to understand why Stevens saw twentytwo players on the field last Saturday.
that if peopft are in no condition to dance they shouldn't so to
the dances. What do you and Todd
think about it McKissick?
that he certainly would like to
be able to go to Anderson every
time he got ready and come back
in the wee hours like Ervin does
that Covington seems to be
leaving when he gets ready, also.
that He would like to know just
how Ballenger got from fifth to
second barracks last Sunday night
He undoubtedly got some help
from somewhere.
that he would like to see more
girls up for the next dance and
he would also like to see some of
the C. D. A. get dates. He (Oscar)
doesn't think they can get them.
that if Crumb Cockrell doesn't
stop breaking barracks so much
somebody is going to find out
about it.
that he wishes Tom Wallace
would get his women straightened
out. He (Oscar) hates to see him

worrying all of the time.
that reports from Green woo :i
state that Coleman has all Ihe
gals around there in love With
him.
that he (Oscar) would like to
know by what authority Brannon
wears two buttons. All appointments terminated at the end 02
summer school and Brannon &
name wasn't on the list of new
Appointments.
that he (Oscar) heard that Pinson is really in love. Tell us about
it, M. J.
that he wants to see plenty of
hell raised at the State Fair anc
he also is hoping he can get some
help in putting out the fires at
Carolina the night before the
game.
that Crow really had a big time
last week-end. Tell us how you
manage to attract so many women, Crow, we might like to try
it.
that Red Frierson's better hall
is strictly OK but that Frierson
should settle down to one.
that J. B. Lowman is very "worried about the situation at Carolina. Cheer up, Lowman, she can
be out only three nights a weeis '
that Ballenger's Mess Hall announcements have taken the place
of Hogue's ten-minute after dinner meetings that lasted all afternoon.
that we would like to hear the
full story behind the Covington.
Harris and Lewis venture this
weekend.
that he (Oscar) is interested in /
getting dirt from any and all, reporters interested in his column.
Address contributions to Oscar,
C|0 Box 533.

THE STAFF FOR THIS ISSUE
Acting Editor
W. B. NUNN
Sports Editor
H. F. FRIERSON
Business Manager
W. S. REASONOVER
Photographer
B. B. SMITH
.. Editorial Writer
E. E. JONES
Circulation Manager
E. H. RHAME
* * *
Ass't Circulation Manager
J. B. LESLIE,
L
Sgt. W. C. Whitten, T. E. '47,
A. J. Rigby, H N. Black, R. O. Watson, J. R. Rochester. G. S. Lisles,
J. W. Gordon, R. T. Mattison, A. B. Robinson, J. T. McCullough, T. of Walhalla, is again at Clemson.
H. Peake, J. W. Evans, R. R. Mellete, C. R. Dubose, W. L. Walton, "Whitten left Clemson in May cf
'43 and has been in service two
W. H. Taylor
Reporters years and four months. During
DR. JOHN D. LANE
Faculty Advisor this time he served nine months
overseas in France, Belgium,
AIDS TO STUDY
Holland, and Germany, in the
4
* * »
There are many a ds of encouragement to study evident in 104th Inf. Div. He has the E. T. O.
Married: Lt. David Watkins,
barracks now. Among them is the policy of certain Company ribbon with three battle stars,
Jr., Agron '42, of Westminster,
Commanders establishing compulsory study periods each night Good Conduct Medal, Purple
to Miss Betty Brockman, daughne
Heart
with
one
cluster,
and
t
from 8:45 to 10:00 and seeing that each cadet is studying or
ter of Mr. and Mrs. W. V.
Combat Infantryman's
badge.
Staff Sgt. Lionel Russell Cox, Voc. Ag. Ed. '43, of Russellville,
going through the motions of studying during these periods. No Says: "Vets should be allowed to has been awarded posthumously the Bronze Star medal and one oak Brockman, of that- city,., last
week. Mrs. Brockman graduatvisiting is allowed and quiet must be maintained in the halls. wear cits if they care to."
leaf cluster. The Bronze star medal was first awarded to Sgt. Cox for ed from Erskine College, where
* » *
This policy has been proved highly successful in such schools
heroic achievement in connection with military operations against the she was a member of the StuS|Sgt. F. C. Ramsey, T. E. '49, Germans on January 3, 1945.
as West Point and Annapolis. The Air Corps proved that grades
dent Government Board, and
Exactly one month later, on February 3, Sergeant Cox once again served on the staff of the "Erimproved when a compulsory study period was enforced. The of Gaffney, is here at Clemson for
the first time. Ramsey served proved his courage and loalty by sacrificing his life in an attack that skine Arrow." Before her marTIGER knows that the grades of the students who come under three years and two months, of inspired his men to success. Because of this action at Dedenborn,
riage to Lt. Watkins she was
the influence of this study period will improve and extends con- which eight months were over- Germany, Cox was posthumously presented the Bronze Medal, Oak employed by the Tennessee Valley Authority in Chattanooga,
gratulations to the Company Commanders and students who are seas. He has the Good Conduct Leaf cluster.
Medal,
E.
T.
O.
ribbon
with
six
Tennessee. Lt. Watkins has sermaking this a success.
battle stars, the Purple Heart, the
ved overseas for a year. He
The average freshman at Clemson. today has more free time Air Medal, and a Unit Citation
wears the Silver Star, the Purto do what he wants to because there are so few upperclassmen with one cluster. While overseas
ple Heart, and the European
Theater ribbon. They will make
here to keep him occupied as in normal times. Many upperclass- Ramsey served with the 15th Air
Force
in
Italy.
their home in Rome, Georgia,
men are encouraging the freshmen to make use of this free time
Maj. Donald Booth Wentzel, GS of you in person . . ."
* * »
where Lt. Watkins is stationed.
by studying. The TIGER urges that all upperclassmen do this,
'41, of Clemson, and now in China:
* * *
Capt. Ben S. Jordan, ME '38,
Phm l|c Clemson H. Key, Ag.
but hopes that the freshmen will do it of their own free will '47, of Warrenville, is again at " •. . . been here now for a couple former Assistant Superintendent
1st. Lt. John James Rankin,
of months, and there is hardly
and accord.
Clemson. Key left Clemson in anything worth wrting about this of Bldgs. and Grounds, Clemson Dairying '41, of Tamassee, has
been released from service with
February
'43,
and
since
that
time
Before the war, it was a custom of many seniors to adopt a
country . . . I've seen Hoby Holt- (Now in Pacific)
the Army Air Forces at the
freshman and look after him. With so few seniors here that is he has served three years and sev- zendorff once and we sure had a " . . . here are a couple of the NDrew Field separation center.
en months in the Navy. While ip good bull session ... he came to kind of leaflets we dropped on
He has the European Theater
impossible now. The TTGER can see no reason why all upper- the Navy he served four months
see us several times "but couldn't Japan warning them of the burn Ribbon with three battle stars,
Over 300 Clemson alumni nav<
classmen could not do this, regardless of class, and really help in the Asiatic-Pacific theater.
land . . . just about took the tops job to come . . . Lt. Col. C. W. the Air Medal with three cluscontributed $36,000 to the Educa*
*
*
the freshmen out in their studies.
off our tents ... he has moved Kitchens, Ed's older brother, has ters, and the Distinguished Flytion Fund which will be used t'
********
T|Sgt. J. H. "Possum" White away from the Kunming area and been living a couple of tents from
educate children of Clemson mer
ing Cross.
Jr., Ag. '41, of Gaffney, has serv- is now stationed about 60 miles me, at U.S.A.S.T.A.F. Headquartkilled in World War II.
A GOOD SIGN
» * •
The recent assembly of the entire Cadet Corps in the Out ed two and a half years, of which from here. Doubt Jf. you have very ers . . . Capt. Oricko works with
Several
times
during
the
past
one year was overseas with the
The Clemson College Founda- .
Door Theater was one of the best signs we have seen recently 8th. Air Force. White has the D. many exservicemen in your class- . . . Maj. J. B. Wakefield is at three weeks appeals have been
es? . . .from what I can see out him . . . We have the same APO
tion Education Fund has reached
on the campus of improving the Spirit in the Cadet Corps and F. C, Air Medal with three clus- Here in China the men are not Agana Field, about two miles from made to the ^cadet corps for blood
approximately $36,000. The mondonors. Last week blood was
the relations between the Cadets, Faculty, Administration, and ters, the E. T. O. ribbon with five going to be looking for an educa- us . . .Most of the Marine Di- needed for the infant son of Mr.
ey will be used to educate the
battle stars, the Good Conduct tion but their main wish is to visions have passed through Guam
Military Department.
children of Clemson men killed in
Medal, and a Presidential Unit latch onto a beautiful American recently, but I've been unable to and Mrs. Vernon Walters, of
World War Two. Over 300 alumni
Clemson, who was in the AnderSuch meetir.gs give excellent opportunities for the Adminis- Citation.
girl and settle down and enjoy get in touch with any Clemson son Hospital, suffering from anhave contributed.
* » •
tration, Faculty, Military Department, and Students to get tosome of the freedom that they men in them ... I think H. V. emia. Upwards of 40 cadets volPvt. W. C. Stegall, M. E. '48, of have been fighting for . . .that's Bookhart is on Guam . . . We unteered but only one, T. L. Campgether and presenjt to each other their thoughts and suggestions
en making Clemson a better school. It is one of the best means Walhalla, says, "The vets at just about typical of the average are told that there are now less ell, had the type 3 blood needed.
Clemson are getting a good deal, soldier over here ... If you hap- than ten stray Japs left here . . . Among those volunteering the
through which the famous Clemson Spirit can be maintained thanks to the college." Stegall has
pen to see Dr. Sheldon, Dr. Daniel, Hunting them has been much like writer knows that there were at
and strengthened. These meetings will give the Cadet Corps a the E. T. O. ribbon with two bat- and the others please tell them I 'possum hunting in the South . .
least 28 freshmen and 4 sophofeeling of oneness in purpose and spirit as they assemble to- tle stars, and the Purple Heart. send my regards . . . hope to be Got the Clemson-P. C. score over mores. One, C. H. Key, of WarHe served fourteen months over- coming home soon and seeing each the radio ..."
renville, is a veteran; the others
gether to hear things of common interest and sing school songs.
seas with the 106th Cavalry in
are regular ROTC students.
The Cadet Corps will have a wonderful opportunity to get Italy, France and Germany.
#'. V *
* » »
many good pointers on how to get the. most out of college life
Among those volunteering v/ere:
1st. Lt. Howard C. McClure, Ag.
if Dr. Poole's plan of bringing successful Clemson Graduates
Bobo, D., of Gray Court; Brown,
back to speak at these assemblies is carried out. These graduates Ed. '48, of Chesnee, has transferC. W., of Florence; Conrad, R. O.,
red to Clemson from Spartanburg
of Union; Daniels, G., of Pamp.
can tell of their actual experiences out in the business and pro- junior college. McClure was in the
lico; Ellison, J. R., of Anderson;
fessional world and the relationship of these experiences to col- Air Corps for three years, and
WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT]' Earle Norris, Pickens, 1. I'm all
Foster, H. B., of Chesnee; Grifspent seven months in Italy with
lege courses.
fin, V. G., of Pageland; Hafers, E. STARTING THE FRATERNITIES for it. No college is the same without fraternities. It proves a source
R., of Aiken, Hanckel, G. M., of AT CLEMSON AGAIN?
The TIGER is heartily in favor of an order being issued the 15th Air Force. He has the
E. T. O. ribbon with four battle
of encouragement* for the'students.
By L,. F. THEILING
Charleston; Hodge, C. R., of Al-<
stating "Assembly every Wednesday noon for the Cadets, Ad- stars, and the Air Medal with an
M.- J. Pinson, 4, Spartanburg.
W. S. Reasonover, Jr., 3, Camcolu.
With vets and new students coming den. It would give Clemson that
ministration, Faculty, and Military Department together and oak leaf cluster.
• * *
to Clemson, an excellent sugges- something that spreads a collegiate
• * >
share ideas with each other."
And Miller, T. D., of Chester; tion.
air over the campus and make the
This
semester
we
have
more
veterans
in
school
than
we
have
T|Sgt. C. T. Hicklin, M. E. '49, of
Morris, E. E. of Pick ens;' PinckJ. M. Perry, 2, Charlotte, N. C.
Edgemoor, has the E. T. O. rib- had since the war began to turn toward victory for us. Many ney, J. C, of Pritchardville; Pon- Swell idea because we need those student life more happy.
COURTESY MEANS MUCH
A. S. Hilton, Jr., 2, Charleston.
bon with four battle stars, and
der, W. R., and Ray, S. B., of Wil- fraternities to help build Clemson It would be a swell way to get
In this new world in which we find ourselves adjusting to the Air Medal with five oak leaf people have said that the returning veterans would probably not
liston;
Richbourg,
J.
A.,
of
Sumback up to the pre-war standard.
started on the track to "ole Clemmore progressive ways and thoughts and ideals, we yet find clusters. He served for thirty one want to come back to college to finish their education; but I merton; Satterfield, J. W., of
C. B. Lesley, 2, Easley. I believe son" again. Let's start now.
would
like
to
pass
on
an
example
that
could
be
used
to
prove
Walhalla; Siegel, H. J., of New that fraternities really help the
many old ideas and customs worthy of inclusion. The Atomic months, of which he spent seven
Keith Chandler, 1, Cacles. I
months overseas in the 493rd that these pessimists are definitely wrong and that veterans York, N. Y.; O. L. Smith, of An- spirit of a school. If it helps bring
think that the return of fraterniAge can only be the better era in which to live if it adapts
Bomb Group of the 8th. Air Force.
derson; Sosa, F., of San, Puerto back Clemson's pre-war spirit, I'm ties to Clemson would be swell in
some of the principles of the Age of Chivalry. In other words, Says, "Wearing of uniform by are interested in their future.
that it would help in getting the
son of a postwar era. We can and Rica; Temple, W. W., of Level for 'em.
One
of
our
professors,
addressno period of time can be a good period if it fails to uphold good vets should be optional."
H. F. Frierson, 3, Union. It fellows together and furthering
we must put Clemson back on her Land; Walker, C. T., of Summering
a
group
of
noisy
boys
in
his
• • *
fellowship, loyalty and courtesy, for these things are the foundafeet and place the Tigers in their ton; Wallace, W. H., of Green- seems to me that the best way to the fellowship of Clemson.
class, made a remark about these former position.
ville; Watson, R. O., of Blaney; return to "old Clemson," and to
D. C. Salley, 3, Saluda, If the
tion of citizenship. And citizenship is the scale upon which we S|Sgt. T. C. Crawley, Jr., T. E. '49,
of Marion, N. C, thinks Clemson veterans that really hit home. He
Willis, S. M., of Greenwood; build up school spirit is to reacti- fraternities returned, there would
vate
the
campus
fraternities
and
are weighed and judged.
offers a "swell opportunity for re- told his class that he had had a
Wood, M. M., of Greer and Young,
be a lot more to do with your spare
A happy reunion occurred St J. G., of Sumter.
organizations.
The seed of these principles are sown in early childhood turning veterans." Crawley was noisy bunch a few days before and
time than there is now, which is a
the
home
of
Prof,
and
Mrs.
FrankE.
H.
Rhame,
3,
Sumter.
Any•
*
*
good thing in any means, way or
and grow through the school years. When a man reaches col- in the Army for four years and one of the veterans in his class lin Sherman Saturday night. Home
thing
that
would
bring
Clemson
had gotten up and told the students
Major Frances Linden Cary anlanguage.
lege he also reaches the period of testing and growth. To a large nine months, and served thirty- that he had come to college for an again was Capt. Frank Alex:
nounced the marriage of his sister, back to its pre-war standards, I'm
three months in the Asiatic-PaR. H. Fitz-Gerald, Jr., Jaspu,
degree it depends upon his fellow students as to whether or not cific theater. He has the Asiatic- education and not to attend classes Gregg, TH '42, of Mars Bluff, hus- Dorothy Bell Cary, to Lt. Col. for 100 per cent.
Tennessee. Fraternities at Clemson
R.
J.
Higdon,
Veteran.
I
believe
his future harvest will be large or small—a success or a failure. Pacific ribbon with three battle for recreational purposes. It seems band of Grace Sherman Gregg. Thomas Sterling Milford, Satur- it would do much to unite the Vet- would serve the two-fold purpose
that the rest of the session was He was back from France. From
of making student life more conGood fellowship develops rapidly at college and is a great force stars. He served in the 2nd. Bomb conducted quite well because of Washington, D. C, came Col. Dal- day, September 22, 1945, La- erans and other students.
structive, and helping to attract
Grange, Georgia. Mrs. Milford atGroup of the 5th. Air Force.
F.
M.
Reeves,
2,
Loughtown,
Vetfor good. In tolerance and domination evil.
this veteran, and the short speech las Sherman, Arch '29, who flew tended Lander College, worked in
• • *
prospective students.
/
eran.
I
think
that
the
fraternities
from Washington to Greenville, the Registrar's office, and for the
C. E. Farah, 2, Rock Hill. The
Because the spirit of comradeship is strong at Clemson Col2nd. Lt. F. H. Boyd, M. E. '47. that he made to the class.
would help bring back the old
We need more of these men to where he was met by his father, Education Department at Clemson. Clemson Spirit which we certainly return of fraternities at Clemson
lege, the newly arrived student is received with a cordial greet- of Greenville, is again at ClemProf.
Franklin
Sherman.
Frankwould help us pass some lonely
bring
Clemson
out
of
the
chaos
of
ing and is made to feel at home. He needs this feeling to combat son after two and a half year ab- (war and to help put the Tigers lin Sherman HI, Ent. '26, was also Just before her marriage she had need, as anyone would tell you af- time and maybe I will be able to
a position with the Army Engi- ter hearing some of the feeble
sence. He entered the Army shortget a Key for my watch chain yet.
the homesickness and loneliness that is sure to shadow his first ly after he left Clemson in Feb- back in the high standards that present. The Colonel flew by In- neers in Alaska. Col. Milford had
cheers emitted at the football
"Duck" Hunsuck, 2, Gaffney. I'm
dianapolis, Indiana, and picked just returned from the.. Pacific,
few weeks away from home and to make him wonder if being ruary of '43, and has served two they possessed before the war.
games to date.
like Sam, I don't care, but if it is
him up for the trip.home. Mis. where he had served since about
From
all
indications
Clemson
and
a
half
years.
Lt.
Boyd,
who
A.
A.
Atkinson,
Gresham.
I
a "man on his own" is worth the price. There is no snobbery
for the good of Clemson, I'm for it.
will soon have a larger student Sherman and Grace returned
G. J. Ballenger, 4, Tucapau. The
at Clemson and no waiting around to be introduced to the new was overseas for five months with body than ever before and we are Saturday from Florence, where December '41. He has the Bronze would like to see a more active
Star, the Pacific Theater ribbon Veterans Club for returning Clem- return of fraternities to our cam8th. Air Force, has the E. T. O.
arrivals. No " rat" is a stranger to an old student. If he thought ribbon with two battle stars, and going to need more students with they had gone to meet Capt. with five or more stars, The Prc- son men.
pus would give us more activities
some military background to help Gregg. Joe Sherman, director jf Pearl Harbor ribbon the Combat
D. A. Kennerly, 2, Cardona. I while at Clemson and more to reenough of Clemson College to enroll here then he is a right guy the Air Medal.
in
the
management
of
the
new
boys
demon's
News
Bureau,
and
his
• • •
Infantry Medal, and the _ Silver think there should be active fra- member the college by after we
and worth knowing and no man passes him without upflung
that come here. Veterans are just family joined the group.
1st. Lt. J. T. McElveen, M.
Star. The couple will make their ternities on all campuses. It's ideal have gone.
hand and a "Hi ya, pal." It is this friendly spirit and unfailing
the men for this job; some have
• * »
means of fellowship and work.
E. '47, of Springfield, is ahome at Clemson.
John L. Brady, 3, Spartanburg.
already proved it by taking an ac* * *
J. L. Carter, 4, Liberty. A good The return of fraternities to the '
courtesy that makes the freshman feel that he isn't a newcomer
1st. Lt. Samuel W. Adair, of
gain at Clemson, having left
tive part in the ROTO and we hope Laurens who attended Clemson
Mr. H. H. Bruner spoke on Textile Frat would suit me fine.
in February of '43. He has
at all but a "Clemson man" with all the loyalties and pride that
campus would make the students
that many more will continue to do before enlisting in April, 1942, "Chemistry in Everyday Life" at
W. I. Myers, 4, Fricapau, I'm in
served
two
and.
a
half
years,
the senior feels.
so because these men can be of has been warded the Bronze Star Tuesday's meeting of the Clemson favor of organizing fraternities at work hard to be honored by getting
of which ten months were
a
in them, then too, it would help
more service than, an ordinary stu- for meritorious
Every Clemson student accepts the responsibility of extendservice from June Fellowship Club, a supper meet- Clemson, especially reorganizing put Clemson back like the old coloverseas with the 31st. Fightdent
since
they
have
seen
the
the
Phi
Psi.
ing a welcome to incoming men, of showing them the fine prin6, 1944, to May 8, 1945, in France, ing, held at the High School. R. A.
lege, which most of us are working
er Group of the 15th. Air
things that we do here at Ctemison
Johnny Erwin, 3, Darlington. I for.
Luxembourg, Belgium, Germany McGinty, president of the club and
Force in Italy. McElveen has
ciples of democracy upon which the college operates, of giving
put into actual practice in army
N. M. Crow, 4, Fairforest. I think
and Czechoslovakia. He was com- Prof. George B. Nutt is chairman believe that fraternities of the
the E. T. O. ribbon with seven
camps and on battle fields.
them the personal touch and individual contact so necessary
missioned lieutenant in October, of the program committee. The democratic type existing before the it's a good idea. It would give us
battle stars, the Air Medal
war
would
do
a
lot
toward
making
Some
of
our
veterans,
!n
the
for a real comradeship. The finest school spirit in the world
1942, and was assigned to the next program will be in the hands life more interesting here at Clem- more to work for, more to do for
with four oak leaf clusters,
past, who took active parts in the
recreation, and help us get ac712th
Tank Battalion. He was pro- of the Rev. Wannamaker Hardin, son.
starts with courtesy and keeps growing. It is said.of Harvard
and the Distinguished Flying
ROTC ran into difficulties with
quainted with boys from other
Cross.
that they always keep the speech and manners of a gentleman.
W. C. Whitten, 3, Vet, Walhalla. schools, in the same fraternity.
some uninterested parties who moted to first lieutenant in May who will secure a speaker from
• * •
1943.
He
is
the
son
of
Mr.
and
the
group
of
methodist
ministers
Yes, I believe to bring back the old
made it pretty tough for them but
At Clemson we always remember to be courteous. That is why
Richard B. Harris, 4, SpartanPvt. Fred Morgan, Ag. Ed. '36, we hope that this won't happen Mrs. Joseph R. Adair, of Laurens here for their annual conference. fraternities would be perhaps an burg. Fraternities back on the
Clemson College is noted for its good sportsmanship and ex- of Central, is one of the few vet- again, and the veterans, who want
incentive to some men. Also have
* * *
Members of the Central Dance a veteran's organization of some campus would do a lot to improve
Any student who has an editor
ceptionally fine student body. It's a thing we can be proud of. erans who are seniors. Morgan to help, can take an active interest
the Clemson spirit which has been
ial in his system should submit Association are: W. C. McElreath, sort.
Something we know is not synthetic, not an imitation, not a lot left Clemson in May of '42, and without interferrence by others.
lagging since the war.
,W. F. Dudes, Branchville. I think
We extend a welcome to the re- it to the Tiger, double-spaced, President; E. F. Byars, Business
of high sounding words. Clemson's fraternal spirit, Clemson's has served for two years. He serMgr.;
G.
J.
Ballenger,
Placing;
typewritten.
It
will
be
given
due
that
fraternities
are
good
organived one year overseas in Africa, turned veterans and hope that they
Among the many student leadunfailing weloome, Clemson's "onexfor-all-ness," respect for Sicily, and Italy, and has the E. will continue their good work and consideration. Send in your stor- M. J. Pinson, Publicity; H. D. zations that help bring boys toership fraternities inactive is the
others, and natural courtesy, is not a bunch of editorial phrases. T. O. ribbon with three battle aid in the conversion of a war-time ies or ideas for stories to the Tig- Richardson, Floor Committee; O. gether and it would be nice if they
Tiger Brotherhood.
. co ild be renewed.
B. Riley, Decorator.
Clemson into the unbeatable Clem- er, Box 269.
stars.
It's a habit! It's a good old Clemson custom.

:
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lemson Defeats N . C • State And Pensacola Naval Air Station
CAGLE'S PLACEMENT AFFORDS
DECIDING POINT OF 7-6 WIN

By Henry Frierson
N. C. STATE GAME
y a few cadets were able to attend the N. C. State game, but
lat did saw the Tigers red hot as they downed the Wolfpack
he game was even more in Clemson's favor than the score
They threatened several times that they didn't score, and State
led only once.
tistics show that Clemson led in the number of first downs 11
1 gained a total of 322 yards passing and running against
107.
; of the outstanding defensive plays of the game was turned
in bv Milton Wiggs when he hit Richkus as the latter jumped high
air close behind the line to throw a pass.

******
PENSACOLA GAME

e of the closest contested games of this and former seasons was
mson-Pensacola game played here last Saturday. The Tigers
the Goslings 7-6 in a true thriller.
! first half was all in Pensacola's favor and at the end of it,
1 Clemson 6-0. Clemson's kicking, was far off and as a result
;re kept in the hole,
the second half was in Clemson's favor and the Tigers scored
a touchdown and Cagle kicked the extra point for the victory..
standing for Clemson were Cagle, Jenkins, Clark, Freeman,
d Reynolds.

CAROLINA GAME
! same 50 year old football rivalry between Clemson and Caro1 be renewed this years on Thursday, October 25, in the anate Fair Classic. The game promises to be full of all the color
:ement of prewar days.
A crowd that exceeds all previous records is expected for the
game. All the reserved seats on both sides have been sold, and only a
f»w hundred unreserved end zone seats remain unsold.
There will be more Clemson Cadets at the game this year than
at a-y time since 1942. All cadets must buy tax tickets before leaving
Clemson. These tax tickets are on sale at the field house at a price of
50.43 each. Also on sale there are date tickets for the cadets. These
regular price of $2.60 and only one will be sold to each cadet.
es will sit in the Clemson student section with the boys.

*

*

*
*
SPIRIT

*

*

i spirit of the corps has been very good so far this season and
d reach a maximum for the Carolina game. During the past
years the Clemson cheering at the State Fair game has been
;tk, but with a larger number of boys we can greatly improve
'ear.
;reat man ycadets are expecting to be in Columbia the night
he game and will in all probability create quite a bit of havoc,
past few pears there has been no resistance when Carolina
; dragged a burning stuffed Tiger around the field, but they
ter look out this year.
the time of the writing of this colufnn Band Company was the
mpany with its banner already made. This banner depicts a
Tiger sharpening his knife and fork and a rooster boiling in
The inscription reads "Now For A Piece Of Chicken." Other
ies, let's get those banners made, and everybody, let's keep
lit bight!

******
TIGER PLATOON

After rolling over P. C, being tripped by Georgia, and
beating N. C. State, the Tigers eked out a 7-6 win over the
Pensacola Naval Air Station Goslings here last Saturday. Mavis "Bull" Cagle's perfect placement for the extra point after
Clemson's third quarter touchdown meant the slim margin of
victory for the Tigers.
Coming from behind a halftime score of 6-0 the Tigers really
started moving in the third quarter to march 51 yards to score. Jim
Reynolds plunged 18 inches to
carry the ball over.
Clemson will meet the UniStarring for Clemson in the
game were Carol Cox, Jim Rey- versity of South Carolina in Conolds, Billy Poe, Eddis Freeman, lumbia on October 25 at the anMavis Cagle, and Captain Ralph nual State Fair. This will be the
Jenkins. Cox and Reynolds figur- second Southern Conference game
ed mightily in the running at- for the Tigers and also their sectack; Freeman showed up good ond game in the race for the state
on defense and pass receiving; Poe championship.
Clemson-Carolina foqtball comdisplayed his ability at knocking
down passes and Cagle and Jenk- petition began in 1896 and has
ins were outstanding on defense. continued with only a few interAlso bolstering the Tiger team ruptions since that time. Of the
was Marion "Butch" Butler who 41 games played Clemson has won
had just returned from Fort Jack- 28, Carolina has won 13, and 1
son that morning. Letterman ended in a scoreless tie.
Footsie Woods was unable to play
The last time Carolina won was
because of injury and his absence in 1943 with a 33-6 victory. Clemhurt both on defense and offense. son won last year by a 20-13
The game was one of the closest score.
of the season. It was well-earned
Previous game records are as
by Clemson, and a hard one for follows:
Pensacola to lose. The Tigers made Year
Clemson
nine first downs to the Goslings 1896
6
eight and netted 129 yards rush- 1897
20
ing against 95 for the visitors who 1898
24
flew up in airplanes for the game. 1899
34
Bobby Gage took the opening 1900
51
kickoff and made a nice return 1902
6
to the 33. After the team was un 1909
6
able to gain but five yards in 1910
24
three plays. Cox kicked to the 1911
27
Pensacola 22, and the next sever- 1912
7
al plays consisted of punt ex- 1913
32
changes, with Pensacola coming 1914
-29
out on top. A beautiful boot of 62 1915
0
yards put the Tigers in a hole 1916
27
from which they failed to come 1917
21
out of during the first quarter.
1918
39
Being rushed on the kick Gage 1920
0
1919
19
1921
0
1922
3
1923
7
3
1924
0
33
1925
0
24
1926
0
0
1927
20
0
1928
32
14
1929
21
7
1930
20
14
1931
0
7
1933
0
0
1934
19
0
1937
44
12
1938
34
0
1939
27
13
1940
21
18
1941
14
6
1942
18
33
1943
6
13
1944
20

Tigers To Meet
Carolina Thurs.

iin this year there is no Senior Drill Platoon, but the Tiger
, with members from all classes, has taken its place. They are
■earing old Clemson caps and blouses with white pants and
ies.
Platoon has drilled once in Greenville at the Parker-Brook\s, and also at the Pensacola game. They will be on hand at
the State Fair game, the V. P. I. and Wake Forest games at Clemson,
l to make several more trips.

******
INTRAMURAL SPORTS

are indeed glod o see intramural sports started hese again
betwee i the companies. There have already been several games and
« schedule has been arranged. Several of the companies have been
ing and it seems as though there will be some pretty good
BULL CAGLE
otball teams.
Clemson
: is one way to give all the boys a chance to show their athBull Cagle's "educated toe"
lities an dto create good clean oempetition between the comVe hope that the rivalry will extend throughout baseball, bas- kicked the winning point in the
nip and tuck Clemson-Pensacola
and baseball season.
game.
******
punted a mere 20 yards to the
BUTLER AND SULLIVAN BACK
ion "Butch" Butler is back from the Army and will finish the Pensacola 45. Here the Goslings
'ith Clemson. He played regularly in '42 and has played with really got under way and a serseveral times during the past two years while on furloughs, ies of runs, passes, and penalties
•r a little practice he will add considerable strength and ex- gave them the ball on the Clemson
to the backfield in teh punting, passing, and kicking de- 13. But here the Tiger line held
and took over the ball on downs.
tsry "Hank" Sullivan, a reserve wingback in '42, has been dis- Butler punted 20 yards against a
1'rom the Air Corps after serving several months in India. He strong wind. This time the Goslings were not to be denied' a
last week and will finish the season.
scoring opportunity. On fourth
3es playing football Sullivan is a very good baseball player.
down with eight to go Brownson
; of 'the best catchers Clemson has had in a good many years threw a bullet pass to Reichert in
so a strong hitter.
the end zone. Reichert's attempted
******
placement went wide, and this

SCORING

iolds and Quinn are tied for scoring honors so far this seaI has made 3 touchdowns or 18 points. Alford has scored 2
■ns for 12 points; Cagle has kicked 7 extra points. Each of
ving have made 1 touchdown for 6 points: Gage, Freeman,
Patton, McKeown, Pruitt; and Sultis has kicked three place• 3 points.
longest touchdown run was 88 yards by Gage against P. C.
g scoring runs are 48 yards by Reynolds, 45 yards by Freey Phillips, 30 by Patton on a blocked kick recovery and run,
inn, and 24 by Reynolds. The shortest was a 1 foot plunge
• Ids against Pensalcola.

adets Learn To Fly
Carolina
Aero Service
Flight instruction at reasonable cost . . . solo courses
. . . Private courses . . .
Ship rentals . . . Sales . . .
Service.
Phone Anderson 1632-W
For Information Today

inderson Airport-Anderson, S. C.
i

TIGERS DOWN WOLFPACK IN
FIRST CONFERENCE TILT 130

failure ultimately cost them a tie
score.
The Tigers responded by taking the kickoff and driving to the
Pensacola 27 before losing the ball
on downs. The recovery of a fumble on a kick receive by Gage
gave, the visitors another scoring
opportunity in the late minutes
of the first half, but it went for
naught. Ralph Jenkins ended the
threat by intecepting a pass just
as the half ended.
After kicking off to start the
second half, Clemson held and
took a Pensacola kick on the Tiger
41. Cox started the touchdown
march with a 6 yard off tackle
run. Poe added 17 yards on a beautiful reverse around left end. Cox
got nine more, and Poe made it
first down on the Pensacola 30.
Reynolds fumbled but recovered
to lose 5 yards. Cox passed to
Freeman for 16 yards and another first down. Poe got 4 on a reverse, and Cox slipped off tackle
for eight to place the ball on the
two. He failed to gain, but Reynolds got a yard and a half and
then on the third down crashed
over for the score. Cagle booted
the extra point to make the score
7-6.
The fourth period was a give-

Referee checks to see if Jim Reynolds (number 53) made a
touchdown or not as he plunged from his own one foot line. The ball
was over the double line goal marker and with this touchdown Clemson equalled Pensacola's score. Mavis Cagle booted a perfect extra
point as some 5,000 fans saw Clemson nose Pensacola NAS 7-6.
This was the third victory for the Tigers against a single defeat
by Georgia.
Other Clemson players recognizable are Bo Saunders (no. 70) and
Ray Clanton (no. 83).

JENKINS SEEMS
PIGSKIN PIN UP
By NED BROWN

I
;
I
i

I
]
;
;
MARION BUTLER—CLEMSON''
Marion Butler has returned to
the Clemson line-up after serving in the Armed forces.

NEA Staff Correspondent
Rangy, red-headed, green-eyed
Ralph Jenkins is Clemson's ideal
choice for Pigskin Pin-Ups. The
six-foot-three, 194-pound captain
and center is a natural leader who
has no truck with practice or game
loafers, has the will to win that
coaches dream about.
Jenkins, a 23-year-old junior,
is a glutton for punishment. He
played in five 60-minute games,
yet never lost the good-natured
crinkles that are always in the
corners of his eyes. He long since
forgot the meaning of the word
"quit" and his favorite motto is:
"A winner never quits and a
quitter never wins."
Although Clemson is not a coeducational institution, this did lot
protect the red-headed giant from
the dart of Dan Cupid. Immediately after Clemson opened the
1945 season by atomizing Presbyterian, Jenkins rushed into his
Sunday best and stepped to the

m^

In their first conference debut of the season Clemson
downed N. C. State in Raleigh on Oct. 6. An estimated crowd
of 8,500 saw the Tigers defeat the Wolfpack in an action packed game. Clemstm tallied in the second and third quarters with
Pruitt and Quinn scoring the touchdowns and Cagle making
good one of his two placements.
The Tigers began their first touchdown drive late in the
first quarter, with Gage, Poe, and Quinn paving the way. The
drive started after a short State kick went our of bounds on
the Clemson 36. Gage opened with an 11 yard drive; he tried
again, and added four. Quinn plraged.8 for a first down. Gage
made two more and Poe scampered on a reverse for 19 yards to
the State 20. Quinn and Gage made 7 between them and the
quarter ended with the ball on the thirteen.
Quinn picked up 5 for another
first down; Gage made two; but
Poe was thrown for a 9 yard loss.
Substitute Jimmy Phillips, playing in his home-town of Raleigh,
then passed to Pruitt in the end
zone for the score. Cagle kicked
the extra point.
The third period drive opened
when Phillips returned a punt 5
yards to the Clemson 20. Alford
fumbled for a 5 yard loss; Phillips made eleven; Alford made it
a first down, but was ruled in motion and the ball moved back to
the 22. Then Gage shot a beautiful pass to Reynolds, who took it
on the State 43 and didn't stop until he reached the 22. Gage gained
5; Quinn made 12 to the 5 yard
line, from where he went over on
the next play. Cagle missed the
try for extra point.
This was all of Clemson's scoring, but not all of her threatening. Early in the first quarter they
missed a good chance to score.
This started on the State 40, but
went for naught as Gage fumbled
I on the 5 and State recovered. Also they threatened early in the
I third quarter. Clemson got to the
State 10 but State held there.
RALPH JENKE'S
Clemson
altar with Martha Bademas of
Anderson.
Jenkins differs from other Pigskin Pin-Ups in that he has practically no other interests outside of
football. Even bjs wife is a fervent
football fan. The Tiger center is
a regular football Dunninger in
deciding what an opposing ball
carrier is thinking about. Observers—and Jenkins himself—have
tried to figure how he is always
in on the play.
"I don't know how I get there,"
says Ralph. "There just seems to
be a magnet that pulls me to the
ball." And the red-head isn't
bragging, but merely trying to
explain a strange—and to coach
Frank Howard,—wonderful fact.
He unerringly smacks any and all
carriers who poke their heads into the Clemson line.
"The only hobby I have," says
Jenkins, "is playing football. My
ambition is divided into two sections: First, to be a really good
football player, and second, to be
a really good football coach."
Apparently the first of these ambitions has been realized. A former serviceman—Jenkins received
a medical discharge from the

Clemson
First downs
11
Yards rushing
271
Passes attempted
11 .
Passes completed
3
Yards gained
passing
92
Passes int. by
1
Average punts
40.5
Opp. fumbles rec •d 1
Yards lost by
penalties
35

State
6
95
U
4
64
0
34.
3
10

Army two years ago—he held up
the Tigeri. practically singlehanded ddring the lean football
years of 1943 and '44. Last year
as a sophomore, he made about
every All-Southern Conference
eleven.
In 1943 as a freshman Jenkins
was appointed captain for five
games. Last year and again this
year his teammates elected him to
the captaincy. So he will lead the
Tigers through more games than
any player in Clemson's 50-year
football history.
And the way the "green-eyed
monster" is going, he'll write a
brilliant page in that history.

and-take battle by both teams. After a series of plays the Goslings
booted and Cox returned to the
15. It was a tough spot, but on
the first down Cox caught the
Navy men by surprise with a pretty 52 yard quick kick. Chip Clark
made a nice downfield run and
The Education Fund to educate
tackle to push the receiver 13
children of Clemson men killed in
yards further back.
World War II has reached $36,000.
Pensacola unsuccessfully tried
.
I
-^3
several passes and then punted to
the Clemson 45. Quinn picked up
A pensacola man is stopped in mid-air by blocking back Jim
five and an offside play gave the
Hough as he attempts to plow through the middle of his line.
m
Tigers a first down.
Eddis Freeman and Dewey Quinn are rushing in to aid in the
Boosted by this chance Cox got
m
~3
6 yards: Reynolds made 14 more tackle.
and Cox added 10. Reynolds made
seven more. Clemson was threatat the
ing again with the ball only 13
yards from the goal as the game
ended.
STATISTICS
'Clemson's Finest"
Clemson Pensacola
CLEMSON,
SOUTH CAROLINA
lii
First downs
9
8
"TDLLIE" HAYWOOD
M
Yards rushing
129
95
Owner
pSJUCTimaimrLifflffliiHii&ttwMfflmffi^^
Passes attempted 9
23
HOT DOG?
SOFT DRINKS
Passes completed 5
4
Yards by passing 64
38
:;
On the Corner
Passes intercepted 2
0
r£
Yds. gained runback
intercepted passes 33
: 11 mi nyi n?iSiin i nn=3
"" "*1" H ?1 ?E H Sli H Hi n IH" jfliii! HI JIB! H H IIHil
llllHIIIOIIlflllllllllllil Hlf Hfflll
Total yds. kick
r~>.
4
returns
115
34
Punting average 26.5
Opponents fumbles
recovered
1
TEXTILE CONSULTANT
Yards lost by
GREENVILLE, S. C.
penalties
35
75
CLEMSON: 0-0-7-0.
■a
South Carolina's Leading Store For Men and Boys
PENSACOLA: 0-6-0-0.

You Will Find

1

GOOD FOOD

The Cadets Meet And Eat At

THE COLLEGE CAFE

The Tiger's Den

HE YWARD MAHON CO.

The August and September issue of the Tiger reached a new
high circulation mark of 9,400
each issue.

"Clemson's Headquarters in Greenville"

i '

1

Two Clemon graduates have JjimBlBiinnnffl5im";msi3nm~mmmnimm^
won the coveted Nieman Fellowship in Journalism given at Harvard University.

WHY DO CLEMSON'S

Cadets
CUT A CLEAN FIGURE?
Because their laundry is done by the

COCA-COLA
Bottling Company
ANDERSON, S. C.

■ :•

CADET LAUNDRY

IH. WILLIS
PLANT SURVEY
JOB ANALYSIS
TIME STUDY
COST SYSTEMS
ARBITRATION
WASTE CONTROL
LABOR RELATIONS
JOB SIMPLIFICATION

Organize
Standards Department
and
Train Tour Men to Bun
Standards Department

Telephone 5611

1
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Victory Loan Bond Drive Be Launched October 29
Sheets! Sheets! Sheets!

Eddis Freeman and W. D.
(Chip) Clark have been appointed
to head a committee of students
to assist in the sale of "E" bonds
in the coming Victory Loan Bond
Drive, October 29 to December
8.
Other members of the committee are G. J. Ballenger, H. F.
Frierson, W. L. Hamrick, J. W.
Evans, and W. B. Nunn (ROTC);
A. A. Atkinson (veteran); H. C.
Walraven, D. A. Talgenhorst, and
C. H. Johnson (A. S. T. R. P.)
While it is realized that not
many students are in a position to
buy bonds, it is thought that some
may have accumulated almost
enough stamps to amount to the
price of a bond. No pressure will
be put on anyone, but it will be
suggested to students that they
write home for stamps they have
have left there if they would like
to add to tern and purchase a bond
as their contribution toward financing reconversion and maintaining peace.
P. B. Holtzendorff, Pickens

CADETS—Come in today and get those sheets you
have been waiting for.
REASONABLY PRICED

HOKE SLOAN
"Out Fitters to Clemson men"

ON SALE AT YOUR FAVORITE EATING PLACE

Cox's Peanut Butter Sandwiches
And Cookies
A. W. COX
EASLEY, SOUTH CAROLINA

Distributor, U. S. Baking Co. Cakes, and
Capital City Potato Chips

CLEMSON MEN:

County Chairman of the Victory
Loan Bond Drive, which will open on October 29, and J. C. Green,
local chairman, attended a meeting in Columbia last week at
which plans were made for the
state-wide campaign.
Pickens County's quota for individual purchases of "E" bonds
has been set at $108,000. Green
announces that the following have
accepted membership on committees: Business Section: Hoke
Sloan, Frank Anderson, and A. L.
Meibury. Calhoun-Clemson section: J. E. King, J. N. Patterson,
A. M. Sheriff, G. G. Henry, and
L. P. Crawford. Students: Eddis
Freeman and W. D. (Chip) Clark.
Military: Lt. Col. Bob Jones. Atnletic: Major Banks McFadden.
Two additional committees have
been selected and will be announced as soon as acceptances can
be secured. One of these, a men's
committee, will canvass the buildings on the eampus; the other, a
ladies' committee, will canvass the
residential district.

We invite you to make your headquarters here
while in Anderson.
"Anderson's Finest"

JOHN C. CALHOUN HOTEL

Civilian and Military Clothiers

■-:

Complete Outfitter to Men, Young Men and Students

The old "Ice cream gag works again as it has for the past twenty
odd years! Pictured above is a line of "Rats" with every Kind of container in which to get "the melting ice cream'" from the Clemson
Dairy Department's "broken" freezers.

All Young People Littlejohn Home

4. Tuesday, Oct. 23, "Y" Cabinet and Sophomore council
will meet at 6:4,.

(Continutd from Page One)
the address of the representative
of the Board of Temperance. The
conference will not be in session
Saturday afternoon, but will meet
again at 7:00 p. m. for the youth
rally.
The cjosing day of the conference, Sunday, will begin with a
Love Feast at * 10:00 o'clock. A
union service of the campus
churches and the Methodist Conference will be held in the college
chapel at 11:15, at which time
Bishop Clare Purcell, of Charlotte,
North Carolina, .presiding'Bishop
of the conference, will preach.
There will be an ordination service
of young ministers and a memorial
service, in honor of the ministers
and the ministers' wives who have
died, at 2:30 p. m. The final business session of the conference will
be held in the college chapel at
4:00 o'clock, the final feature of
which will be the reading of the
pastoral appointments for the next
conference year. The conference
will then adjourn.

5. Oct. 28, Mr. P. B. Holtzendorff will speak at 6:10
Vespers.

Advanced ROTC

Greenville, S. C.
I
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SCHEDULE OF EVENTS AT CLEMSON COLLEGE
YMCA
1. A delegation of Clemson boys presented programs at
de la Howe school, McCormick, S. C. on. October 19,
Mr. E. F. "Red" Gettys '21 is supt.
2. A freshman camp fire program at the "Y" Cabin on
the Seneca river. 6:30 to 8:30 Saturday, Oct. 20. All
freshmen invited. Meet Capt. Wm. B. Wade, '40.
3. Rev. Wade H. Bryant '17 of Roanoke, Va., will speak
at the Clemson "Y" Vespers at 6:10 Oct. 21. (Mr. Bryant will speak at the Clemson Baptist Church at 7 :30.)

6. On November 4, Mr. Paul Lucas of Charlotte is Vespers speaker.
7. Nov. 11_, Rev. J. O. Smith of the Washington
Methodist church will speak at Vespers.
8. The "Y" swimming pool is heated and open
students each afternoon and night.

Street
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Let us register
you for a

BENDIX
automatic

Home Laundry
n

live.
By now he is established in the
Ivory Tower, the observation point
so marvelous that its occupants can
see tomorrow's sun coming up before yesterday's has gone down.
The News is immensely pleased
that in keeping an eye on the South
Carolina newspaper man, Ashmore,
it has now only to take the automatic lift to the Tower where the
man himself is working at an ancient typewriter. Or, better still,
read his editorials.

Checking and Savings Accounts
Invited

Fort Hill Bank &
Trust Company
Clemson, South Carolina
Deposits insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

0175
JOE CADET

(Continued from page one)

Here's your chance to be "first
in line" to own the thrilling new
Bendix Automatic Home Laundry! Let us show you how it
washes, rinses and damp-dries
automatically—and register you
for this amazing Bendix when
it is again available! No charge
or obligation!

mnce

SALES & SERVICE
JOE F. STRIBLING
S. F. GAMBRELL

(Continutd from Page One)
that can be corrected are eligible
for this training.
Mental and educational standards
must also he met before a student
can enter Into the advanced course.
The student must make a minimum
score of 110 (approximately the requirement for entrance into Officers' Candidate School at the beginning of the war) on the Army
General Classification Test before
he is eligible for the course. The
fact that he is enrolled in college
w'll be accepted as satisfactory
proof of his educational ability.
Another factor of entrance is the
requirement of two academic years
to complete all work for graduation. If a student is a graduate
student and desires entrance, he
must also have a two year period
before his degree is obtained.
All formerly enlisted members
of the advanced course are exempt
from registration, induction, training, or service under the Selective
Training and Service Act of 1940.
After a student has enrolled in
the ROTC he may branch off into
a service unit in which he is interested, such as, Chemical Warfare
Service, Corps of Engineers, Ordnance Department, and the Signal
Corps. Those men enrolled in the
Chemical Warfare Service must be
taking academic work in mechanical or chemical engineering, accounting, or law. Those in the
Corps of Engineers must be studying architectural, chemical, civil,
electrical, mechanical, mining, sanitary, or industrial engineering.
Engineering majors may enroll in
the Ordnance Department and those
majoring in electilcal engineering
may enroll in the Signal Corps.
Col. Cunningham has stated that
,the advanced ROTC will be reestablished at Clemson if twenty
boys can be found who are eligible
in all respects for enlistment into
the advanced course. Colonel Cunningham also stated that the units
at Clemson would be those of the
Signal Corps and the Infantry.

(Continutd from Page One)
spoke only the language of the
herdsman's tribes of North Africa
and the only person in the Club we
could find to talk to him was a GI
Infantryman from Brooklyn. We
gave him a "coke" and he became
our friend for life. As he was
alone, we wrote directions in
French for him to go to a BOB
HOPE movie and pinned them on
his tunic like a walking advertisement so he would be returned to
the Club if lost. He went away
jabbering his own brand of Arabic
at a sixty-mile rate and his eyes
sparkling as brightly as the Star
of the East.
During the Bastogne--breakthrough, our Club became the 200th
General Hospital and we entertained wounded soldiers. Later small
groups from our Club were sent to
air fields where we talked with liberated prisoners of war who were
bein gflown back to England.
I was continually seeing Clemson men and boys who served under Clemson men. Just the mention
of Clemson seemed to mean loyalty
and good leadership among the GI's
whose officer was a Clemson
graduate. I always kept a stack of
Tigers and Mr. Holtzy's News Letters addressed by the Campus
ladies on hand. The Clemson men
I saw would read the News Letters again' and again for news of
classmates and then take them
back to some other Clemson friend
back at the front.
It was an honor to me to have
served with the American soldiers
overseas. The GI would come in
from the battle front, get scrubbed
up, and then grin as broadly as he
ever did at home. It was his sense
of humor which brought him
through many tough spots. We often found notes of thanks in many
languages on our desks but the
nicest notes were for just "being
American." The award which
pleased us most was the look of
gratitude on the face of a lonesome
GI who only wanted to talk u>
someone who could understand him.
Through us we knew that he was
really talking to loved ones at
home."
A CARD OF THANKS
To all campus people, the
Clemson College Corps of Cadets
and especially Cadet T. L. Cambell, I want to express my deepest gratitude and thanks in appreciation of all the kindness and
help that was extended to me
and mine in my hours of need.
Mrs. J. V. Walters.
One very profitable and worthwhile organization the cadets
could themselves revive is the
literary society.
*
If you want to write a letter
to Tom Clemson for publication,
sign your name and mail the letter to Box 269. If the staff deems
it worthy it will be published.
The Tiger needs some help from
the veterans. Many of them could
render a fine service by writing
assignments from the Faculty Advisor. It is not necessary for them
to be on the staff.

Division Operations Officer, participating in the campaigns of Northern France, the Rhineland and
Central Europe.
Promotions had come steadily,
and now the second lieutenant
was wearing the silver leaves of
a lieutenant-colonel, along with
them the Bronze Star medal with
two oak leaf clusters for (1) service in the capture of Metz,
France; (2) for service in the capture of Saarlautern, Germany, in
the Siegfried Line; and (3) for
service as chief of staff of a task
force under Brig.-General Faith
which closed the Rhur Pocket. (Included in this force's tremendous
hag of prisoners was the former
German Chancellor and Hitler's
chief diplomatist trouble man,
Franz von Papen.)
RENEWED CONTACT
It was during the shooting
around the Saarlautern that The
News succeeded in reestablishing
contact with Ashmore. A letter to
his last known address reached him
in December, 1944. Holed up in the
cellar of a shattered house in a
German city, he answered. The
Germans, he wrote, were dropping
artillery shells with a frequency
that discouraged personal postwar planning, but this much came
out:
"I intend to live in the South
again. There are the usual reasons for that decision—the ties
of blood that never seem important until you've lived a long
time away from home. Then, I
don't think I've been really warm
since I left South Carolina in
1941. In Normandy I used to
sleep in a puddle and dream of
the long, bright days when good
Southerners sit in the shade and
watch the heat rise off the
parched red earth and feel the
sweat slowly run down over their
ribs.
"I want to stay in one place
for awhile. I want to build a
house, water a lawn, pluck a can
of beer out of my own refrigerator, get elected to a school
board. I want to dig my roots into a community and regain the
fee'ing of continuity I lost a long
time ago.
"Some day, when the weariness has passed, I'll want to get
hack into the old fight of which
this war is a military phase. I've
come to believe that the important things, the essential freedoms the democratic processes,

BROKEN WATCH
Date Received
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Cost

Oct. 19, 1945

As soon as materials are
available

Very reasonable
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possibility of adapting his military
title of colonel to Southern civilian
usage. A title, he thought, might
be useful editorially.
With Mrs. Ashmore, the former
Barbara Laier of Swampscott,
Mass., and member of Furman
University's faculty, to whom he
was married in 1940, he came to
Charlotte, embarked at once on the
missions of (a) learning something
about The News and the people of
the town and (b) trying (unsuccessfully, so far) to find a place to

NAME

Harry Ashmore

ANDERSON, S. C.

108 N. Main St.

er plant is wanted for the study
of methods of preserving meats
and vegetables.
A grainary is wanted for the
storage of small grain and also
for the study of harmful diseases
which occur in storage.
An auditorium to accommodate
the proposed student body is
planned. The present one will
accommodate only 1500 students.
It is hoped that from a federal
source the money for the buildings, and from the state, funds to
support the needed teaching personnel may be obtained.
A list of the building and their
estimated cost are as follows:
Heating Plant, $425,000; Chemistry Building, $600,000; Enlarge
Engineering Building, $550,000;
Student Dormitories, $1,240,000;
Student Hospital, $275,000; Faculty and Veterans
Housing,
$500,000; Armory, $400,000; Renovate old building for needed class
rooms, $150,000; Agricultural and
Industrial Engineering, Building,
$500,000; Sewage Disposal Plant
$300,000; Auditorium $750,000;
Ceramics Engineering Building,
$200,000; Plant Science Building,
$500,000 Animal Science Building, $400,000; Experimental Freezer Locker Plant, $30,000; Granary, $50,000.

are luxuries, not inalienable
rights, and the price we must
pay for them is high. Sometimes
we fight to preserve them with
guns, sometimes with typewriters, but always we must stand
ready to fight."
After V-E Day, CoTonel Ashmore
was ordered to Washington for
service in the Operations Division
of the War Department General
Staff. It was during this Interim
that the deal between him and The
News was made. Wearing the 95th
Division "9-V" patch (though on
his right shoulder), a privilege enjoyed by only those General Staff
officers who had earned the insignia I ncombat, he flew to Charlotte
and for the first time in an acquaintance extending over five
year was vis-a-vis with his correspondents.
IT WAS ALL SET
It was soon arranged. The officer as soon as he became a civilian
was to take over editorial-wilting
duties for The News. As for when,
there was no telling; Japan remained to be beaten, and there was
the likelihood of a tour of duty in
the Pacific.
But the Japs gave up, sooner
than anybody had thought they
would, and Lieut.-Col. Ashmore before long was Citizen Ashmore
again, though ruminating on the
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Edis Freeman and "Chip" Clark Head Post War Plans
(Continued from page one)
Victory Bond Committee For Students An Experimental freezer lock-

T. N. VAUGHN
JEWELER

Take care of your watch—It takes months to get it repaired.
CLEMSON,

SOUTH CAROLINA

HERFF-JONES COMPANY
1407-1419 CAPITOL AVENUE
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

World's Largest Manufacturers of Fine Class Rings.
State Representatives
GUSTAF J. SYLVAN, II.

JOE SYLVAN

BILLY SYLVAN

SYLVAN BROTHERS
1500 Main Street

COLUMBIA, S. C.
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Quality, Smartness and Variety Moderately Priced
We invite you to compare our Quality, Cost and Service
With Any Jeweler in the United States.
Our selection consists of only Genuine and Solid Merchandise, sold at Prices
Within each of Everyone.
Remember, Price is soon forgotten, Quality never.

PERFECT DIAMONDS

JEWELRY

STERLING SILVER

SYLVAN BROTHERS
1500 Main Street.

COLUMBIA, S. C.

Cor. Hampton

For Aids to Study...
COLLEGE OUTLINE SERIES
A small book containing a complete outline of many college courses
Algebra—Calculus—Psychology—History—Chemistry and many others

L. C. MARTIN DRUG CO
P. S. McCULLUM, Owner
THE OFFICAL COLLEGE BOOK AND SUPPLY STORE

